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INSPIRATION

Our inspiration is the ‘path of Yoga knowledge’
Our guiding principle is to ‘Serve the seekers of 

wellbeing’ through innovative products.



Using props as part of your yoga practice allows you to deepen your practice 

and explore new and different variations of yoga practice.

Yogikuti is a dedicated team of yoga teachers. Who have created a full range of

yoga props, accessories and yoga wear in alignment with the natural contours

of the human body. We are committed to provide best quality products and

excellent services.

At Yogikuti you can choose from a wide range of yoga products, which suits your 

specifc requirements. Our products include all kind of  Yoga mat, Wooden props,

Yoga Blankets, Straps, Ropes, Yoga Chairs and Yoga Clothes etc.

We take care of complete process of designing and developing of our unique and 

innovative products. We give importance to provide best quality product with its 

unique size, finish, shape, firmness, stability and ease of use.

We ensure to you that the products ordered by you will meet the description as 

promised by us. 
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Reach & achieve postures with integrity. Using natural 

wooden blocks and take your practice to the next level. 

Yoga Blocks add stability and length to your postures. 

This yoga block is a lightweight yet stable.

Must have for practitioners at all levels. It provides safety 

in advanced poses and gives a firm base and support. 

The smooth rounded edges and corners provide added 

comfort.

YOGIKUTI LIGHT 
WOODEN YOGA BLOCK

Weight: 400gm to 600gm

Size: L 22cm x W 7.6cm x H 12.5cm

Material: Pine Wood and Bamboo Wood

TRIANGLE YOGA BLOCK

Weight: 270gm to 300gm

Size: L 13.5cm x W 11cm x H 15cm

Material: Wood

specially designed Triangle block is helpful to deepen

your standing poses. It helps to work on calf muscle 

& hamstring muscle. Gives better opening to the legs.

Yogikuti Triangle Block is very light yet strong and  

durable. Finished with a clear hard oil coating which 

gives a very durable natural light colored finish which

protects the wood.

WOODEN PROPS



QUARTER ROUND BLOCKS

Weight: 600gm to 700gm

Size: L 23cm x W 9cm x H 9cm

Material: Wood

Highly useful yoga prop for standing poses, quarter 

round bricks are a favourite with yoga practitioners 

and traditionally used to help prevent hyperextension. 

It can also be used for back bending to support the 

palms.

The Yogikuti Cork Yoga Block is crafted of natural,  

sustainably harvested cork. Its naturally textured non -

slip surface provides superior traction and provides 

firm support. This yoga block can be used in various 

YOGIKUTI ECO CORK 

supported positions for yogis of all skill levels.

YOGA BLOCK

Weight: 600gm to 750gm

Size A:  L 22cm x W 7.6cm x H 12.5cm

Size B: L 22.8cm x W 15.2cm x H 7.6cm

Material: Natural Cork

WOODEN PROPS



Reach & achieve postures with integrity. 

Using natural wood T-blocks with extra height helps 

you to take your practice to the next level. This yoga 

T- block is a lightweight yet stable. 

Must have for practitioners at all levels. It provides 

safety in advanced poses and gives a firm base and 

alignment for standing poses. Lightweight, durable 

and easy to grasp. Yoga T- Blocks add stability and 

length to your postures.

Yoga slanting plank a Light Support can make all the difference, helping you to achieve the pose

with ease. This wedge shaped yoga plank will help you feel grounded and supported

in certain yoga poses. provide great support for ankles and feet in standing

poses, for hands, wrists in handstand and full backbends.

especially in sitting, squatting and downward

and upward facing dog pose.

It can also be used for practising

restorative poses to support your

chest area to get better opening

in chest. This wedge is ideal for

T- BLOCK

Weight: 900gm to 1.1kg

yogis with sensitive wrists.

Size: L 22.5cm x W 12.5cm x H 29cm

Material: Wood

SLANTING YOGA PLANK

Weight: 700gm to 800gm

Size: L 61cm x W 9.5cm x H 3.2cm

Material: Wood

WOODEN PROPS



KNEE WEDGES (SET OF TWO)

Weight: 170gm to 200gm

Size: L 20cm x W 11cm x H 2.6cm 

Material: Wood

The upper surface of the wedge is “scooped out” to 

allow a better fit for the back of the leg. This block can 

be used in various posture to support and align your 

pose.

Yogikuti has designed a Mini Yoga slanting plank 

A Light Support can make all the difference,  

helping you to achieve the pose with ease. This wedge 

shaped yoga mini plank will help you feel grounded 

and supported in certain yoga poses. provide great  

support for ankles and feet in standing poses, for 

hands, wrists in handstand and full backbends.  

especially in sitting, squatting and downward and 

upward facing dog pose. This wedge is ideal for yogis 

MINI SLANTING YOGA PLANK

Weight: 110gm to 150gm

with sensitive wrists.

Size: L 12cm x W 9.7cm x H 3cm

Material: Wood

WOODEN PROPS



This unique tool Helps you stretch your hamstrings  

beyond where you thought possible and it deepens 

the forward bends. This forward bender is very light 

yet strong and durable made from wood in India.  

Finished with a clear hard oil coating which gives  

a very durable natural light colored finish and protects 

FORWARD BENDER

Weight: 1.8kg to 2.5kg

the wood.

Size: L 53.5cm x W 30.5cm x H 23cm

Material: Wood

WOODEN PROPS



SIMHASAN BOX

Weight: 4.0kg to 5.0kg

Size: L 70cm x W 30.2cm x H 33cm

Material: Wood

MINI YOGA TRESTLER

Weight: 4.0kg to 5.0kg

Size: L 52cm x W 30cm x H 31cm

Material: Wood

Classic wooden prop for restorative yoga practice and 

forward bending.  It is designed to give support to your 

back. It opens the chest area creating extra space for 

the heart & lungs to operate. Classic wooden prop for 

supporting restorative chest opening yoga poses such 

as Supta Virasana and Supta Badhakonasana. Also 

known as the heart bench. The Simhasana Box aids in 

whole body relaxation while soothing the nerves and 

calming the brain. 

This Yoga prop is excellent tool for yoga practice  

especially to relieve fatigue and to establish a  

relaxing sleep. Our specially designed  Simhasana box 

is combined for forward bending practice, which al-

lows you to do your forward bends with support and 

attain greater stretch. 

This mini yoga Trestler is a unique design of Pune.   

The Mini yoga Trestler  is very strongly constructed 

with good quality wood. Finished with a clear hard 

oil coating which gives a very durable natural light 

coloured finish & increase life of wood.

WOODEN PROPS



This innovative inversion aid enables you to hold a safe 

and stable headstand posture without any pressure on 

the neck and spine. Headstand gives beginners the  

confidence to raise their feet skywards and recieve the  

benefits of Sirsasana. Whilst more experienced 

practitioners can challenge themselves and have try 

with new variation of inversions beyond their previous 

practice. Made from  wood with a soft padding to 

support the shoulders. 

HEADSTAND BENCH 

Weight: 5.4kg to 6.0kg

Easy to dismantle to take on your travels. 

Size: L 65cm x W 42cm x H 37cm

Material: Wood

Color: Purple / White

VIPARIT DANDASAN BENCH 
(LARGE BACKBENDER) 

WOODEN PROPS

We have given our fullest efforts & attention while making this bench and bringing it into the Yoga 

world from Pune. Yogikuti Viparit Dandasan Bench is uniquely designed yoga prop for multipurpose 

use for various backbends , Forward bends.

Yogikuti unique bench design has now made it usable for people for taller people also. 

This version of backbender also allows for long forward bends. 

The use of a round bar as a foot support at the low end of the backbender.

Unique feature: At the Front side where the board is available, we have made square bracket to 

lock your palms & perform backbends like Dwi pad viparit dandasan, Ek pad viparit dandasan, 

Vrishchikasan etc. It can be easily transported & shipped easily by saving big shipping amount .

simply by unscrewing two screws assemble is just the reverse by slotting  the two pieces and 

screwing in the two screws. The backbender can be left permanently assembled.

Weight: 11kg to 13kg

Material: Wood

Size: L 138cm  x W 42 cm x H 41 cm



SMALL BACK BENDER 

Weight: 2.0kg to 3.0kg

Size: L 50cm x W 34cm x H 23cm

Material: Wood

Discover how using a back bending tool helps your back to 

open up. It improves your spinal health. This Exceptional 

prop newly invented for advanced back bending practices.

WOODEN PROPS

Light yet strong Halasana Box made from wood. 

Halasana (Plough Pose) is used in many therapeutic 

and restorative poses. Halasana Box can be used for  

HALASANA BOX

Weight: 4.4kg to 5.0kg

standing twisting postures against wall or grill.

Size A: L 41cm x W 30cm x H 56cm

Size B: L 41cm x W 30cm x H 51cm

Material: Wood



The Viparit Karani Box is a highly recommended yoga prop for  

variation on Yoga poses. Due to its curve shape it creates 

the correct opening in chest area. Viparit Karani is a passive  

supported yoga position. It is an essential relaxing and restorative 

Yoga position.  

This yoga prop provides the necessary support and  

stability for yogis to do the pose. Viparit a Sanskrit word means  

inverted or turned around. Karani is action. Viparita Karani is 

the action of inverting yourself. It has been translated as the 

‘Inverted Lake’ pose. This posture is also called “Legs-up-the 

Wall” pose.

VIPARIT KARANI BOX 

Weight: 3.2kg to 4.0kg

Size: L 38cm x W 23cm x H 30cm

Material: Wood

WOODEN PROPS

Uniquely designed yoga stump by Yogikuti. Yoga Stump is very 

light yet strong and durable made from wood in India. Finished 

with a clear hard oil coating which gives a very durable natural 

light colored finish and protects the wood. 

Height can be adjustable according to the need of practitioner. 

YOGA STUMP SET (ADJUSTABLE) 

Weight: 6.7kg to 7.5kg

This product has a usable height that varies between 39 – 64cm.

Size: L 38cm x W 38cm x H 41cm to 58cm

Material: Wood

A

B
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SAND BAG COVER

Made of Indian Cotton. Exceptional firmness helps you 

to do the restorative poses. It is also ideal for providing  

support during deep hip opening poses and as a prop 

to allow for asana alternatives. This bolster comes in a  

selection of colors and has a long lasting removable 

cover that is machine washable. 

ROUND YOGA BOLSTER

Weight: 3.2kg to 3.5kg
Size A: L 61cm x dia. 23cm

Weight: 3.7kg to 3.80kg
Size B: L 70cm x dia. 23cm

Material: Cotton
Color: Purple / Blue / Green / Maroon / Black 
Off White / Grey / Orange

Weight: 0.100kg

Capacity: 3.0kg to 4.0kg

Rectangular Size: L 43cm x W 18.5cm
Square Size: L 28.3cm x W 26.5cm

Material: Cotton & Sand

Color: Purple / Blue / Green / Maroon / Black 

Grey / Orange

 Just the covers, fill up sand as per your requirement.



EYE PILLOW

Weight: 200gm to 250gm      Material: Cotton

Size: L 22cm x W 10cm            Color: Blue / Purple / Grey

‘Eye Pillow’ stuffed with Flaxseeds and lavender aroma. A removable cotton outer cover may 

be slightly scented initially. Perfect for mediation, Yoga & shavasana. Great for placing over 

the eyes in Shavasana. The gentle pressure and relaxing scent of the eye pillow will help your  

restorative yoga practice.

MEDITATION ROUND CUSHION

Weight: 1.4kg to 1.8kg

Size: 12cm x dia. 30cm

Material: Cotton

Color: Purple / Blue / Green / Maroon / Black 

Off White / Grey / Orange

Our round meditation cushions are made from  

exceptionally soft cotton fabric. Cushion have 

been used for everyday sitting in Asia for centuries.  

This cushion is perfect for sitting meditation and 

pranayama practice. Sitting in elevated cross legged 

creates a pelvic tilt bringing length and alignment to 

the spine.

PRANAYAMA PILLOW

Weight: 1.4kg to 1.6kg

Size: L 66cm x W 18cm x H 7.6cm 

Material: Cotton

Color: Purple / Blue / Green / Maroon / Black 

Off White / Grey / Orange

Gives a good support to your spine to strengthen 

your Yoga practice. It also helps you to attain deeper 

breathing. Pillow supports you and helps to keep your 

chest open in Pranayama practice. The light rectangular 

bolster is popular and functional, features a resilient, 

long lasting fiber-fill to create a firm cushion that 

provides superior support. The rectangular bolster 

has a removable cover with hidden zipper construction.  

A sturdy, easy carrying handle is also provided.

YOGA PROPS



Off White / Grey / Orange

YOGIKUTI TOE SEPARATOR

Weight: S - 50gm / M – 60gm / L – 90gm

Size:  S – 10 x 3 x 1.5cm / M – 11.5 x 3.5 x 1.7cm / L – 14 x 4 x 2cm (L x W x H)

Material: Silicone

YOGA PROPS

Yogikuti has designed unique yoga Toe Separator for healing toe pain, heel 

pain and tiredness of feet. Provide relief by improving the alignment of each 

and every toe. Perfect for ballet dancers, yogis and athletes. Toe Separators 

made from stretchable and soft quality high grade gel. easy to clean with 

soap and water. Soft and durable gel toe stretchers gently aligns your big toe, 

allowing you to stand or walk for longer in comfort, is also simple to use.

YOGA ROPES

Weight: 170gm to 220gm

Size:  A. L 125cm to 135cm x Thickness 12mm to 14mm 

B. L 95cm 1.05cm x Thickness 12mm to 14 mm

Material: Cotton and Poly

Color: White / Blue / Red 

Yogikuti has designed high quality strong yoga 

rope. Yoga practice with ropes can develop agility, 

confidence and alertness. Variations of movement 

can bring freedom to joints, ropes can be used for 

remedial (therapeutic) and restorative yoga. Yoga 

ropes are most effective, versatile tool for developing 

strength & flexibility.

RECTANGULAR YOGA BOLSTER

Weight: 3.1kg

Size: L 62cm x W 31cm x H 15cm

Material: 100% Cotton

Color: Purple / Blue / Green / Maroon / Black 

Made of fine Indian Cotton. Exceptional firmness 

helps you to do the restorative poses. It is also  ideal 

for providing support during deep hip opening poses 

and as a prop to allow for asana alternatives. This 

rectangualar bolster comes in a selection of colors 

and has a long lasting removable cover that 

machine washable.

is 



YOGA STRAP

Weight: 0.150kg

Size: 

A. L 9ft. x W 1.25’’ 

B. L 7ft. x W 1.25’’  

C. L 7ft. x W 1.50’’

D. L 9ft. x W 1.50’’

Material: 100% Cotton

Color: White / Purple / Blue / Red / Green

*Size can be customized

Unique tool to attain greaer stretch and 

fexibility. Features of non-slip support 

with a durable non-slip  buckle. 

It’s specially helpful for deepening your 

leg stretches, correcting the alignment for 

greater health  benefits. This Belt is wider 

than regular belts, developed for better 

grip and hold.

(DONUTS)

Weight: 1.8kg to 2kg

Material: 100% Cotton

Color: White

Yoga chumbal is a unique tool to 

support your practice & align the 

pose. The Chumbal set consists of 

10pcs of 5 different sizes having the 

following diameters – 9cm, 11cm, 

13cm, 15cm, 17cm.

YOGA PROPS

EYE WRAP BANDAGE

Weight: 70gm to 100gm

Size: 10.0cm x 4.0mtr

Material: Cotton

‘Suitable for restorative and pranayama 

practice used to wrap the brow and 

eyes, drawing attention inwards and 

releasing tension in the head, this 

eye wrap is excellent for restorative 

pranayama and meditation. 

PREMUIM COLOR YOGA CHUMBAL SET (10 pcs)



YOGA MAT CARRY STRAP 

Weight: 80gm to 120gm

Size: L 130cm x W 3.81cm

Material: 100% Cotton

Color: Purple / Blue / Green / Red 

Black / Grey 

Weight: 30gm

Material: Copper

Yogikuti mat carry strap is designed to 

fit mats of any size. The Commuter mat 

carrier is an exellent alternative that 

keeps your yoga mat easily accessible 

and at your side for all occasions. It can 

also be used like as a stretching 

YOGA 

strap.

MAT COVERS (BAG)

Weight: 350gm to 400gm

Size: L 70cm x W 12cm x H 16cm

Material: 100% Cotton / Polyester

Color: Black / Blue / Grey

Keep your mat clean, dry & portable 

with mat bag. Features an adjustable 

shoulder strap, full zipper closure,  

convenient pocket for easy storage. 

Wear slung over your shoulder or across 

your body using the adjustable strap to 

ensure it stays put.  Our standard yoga 

mat bag gives your hands freedom to 

take your yoga mat anywhere with you 

on your travel.

YOGA PROPS

TONGUE CLEANER

Copper is a bacteria resistant metal and 

best material to clean the tongue.

It improves oral hygiene, gives fresh 

breath removes bacteria and also helps 

to improve digestion.



-

YOGA PROPS

100% natural tree rubber gives your pose a superior cushion and 

firm base 1mm layer thin PU provides excellent grip, anti-slip 

protection, safety and comfort, clear printed guide marks on mat 

helps you to align your pose and improve your practice. How to 

take care of your mat clean the PU layer with a soft, damp cloth 

and hang to dry in the air. Do not use a hard brush. Do not use a 

dryer or heater to dry mat. Do not expose mat to high heat. 

Initially your yoga mat will produce a typical rubber scent. 

Please air the mat by storing it in a cool ventilated space.

YOGIKUTI ECO TRAVEL YOGA MAT 

Weight: 840gm 

Size: L 173cm x W 61cm x thick 1.5mm

Material: Natural Tree Rubber

YOGIKUTI PREMIUM
PU RUBBER YOGA MAT

Weight: 1.6kg to 3.7kg

Size:  L 180cm x W 66cm Thick: 2mm/4mm/5mm

Material: PU + Natural Rubber

Color: Purple / Black 

Yogikuti travel lightweight, folding natural rubber mat gives 

great stability and grip while practicing yoga. Folds to fit in any 

travel bag or in purse or carry-on. The soft fabric surface 

becomes more grippy the wetter it gets. The soft flowing 

texture of the mat helps to grip the mat efficiently.

This is a versatile yoga mat is proven excellent for all forms of 

yoga style.

Yogikuti yoga products are created by yogis, for yogis. We 

make sure that product we sell benefits the Yogi's around the 

world.

Colour: Purple



Made out of 100% fine Indian cotton. Blankets can 

support different parts of body in lots of postures. 

Blankets made for relaxing, renewing and for restorative 

poses. 

This cotton Yoga Blanket is the perfect balance 

of soft touch fabric, tight weave and durability.  

It gives comfortable base for yoga and extra warmth 

for Shavasana. Yoga Blankets may be the most 

versatile yoga prop. Two or more to provide a stable 

but yielding surface for shoulder stands. Blankets 

can substitute for a bolster in restorative poses and 

pranayama practice, and give warmth under and over 

your body for better final relaxation.

100% PREMIUM COTTON 
YOGA BLANKETS

Weight: 1.4kg to 1.5kg

Size: L 203cm x W 153cm

Material: 100% Cotton

Color: White

Yoga Metal Chairs can be used by any level of  

student to learn and deepen countless different 

yoga poses. They are versatile, portable and easy 

to store. A classic prop for yoga practice. Used to 

aid rotation in seated twists, for support in back-

bends, in Viparita Karani and many other asanas, 

these chairs are ideal for serious students. This metal 

chair is stable & have a horizontal square shaped 

flat seat at the appropriate height. These chairs are  

typically made with two horizontal and supportive 

metal rungs one welded between the front legs and  

YOGA CHAIR

Weight: 3.5kg to 4.5kg

other between the rear legs.

Size: L 51cm x W 47cm x H 79cm

Material: Metal

YOGA PROPS



MINI FOAM BLOCK

Weight: 60gm 

Size: L 20.2cm x W 10.2cm x H 4cm

Material: Eva Foam

Yogikuti has designed special EVA mini 

Foam yoga block for the yoga. 

This versatile yoga block is lighter than 

most yoga blocks, which provides an 

additional level of ease to your workout. 

This yoga block can be used in various 

poses to support and align your postures.

Yogikuti Professional Foam Yoga Blocks are known for their uniqueness, 

strength and stability. Our blocks provide reliable support under your 

hands, feet, torso and head. 

Its textured nonslip surface provides superior traction and features rounded edges 

for added comfort. This versatile yoga block is lighter than most yoga blocks, 

which provides an additional level of ease to your workout. 

EVA FOAM YOGA BLOCK 

Weight: 200gm 

Size: L 22.8cm x W 15.2cm x H 7.6cm

Material: Eva Foam

YOGIKUTI YOGA WHEEL

Weight: 1.3km to 1.5kg 

Size: dia. 33cm x W 13cm

Color: Blue / Black / Purple

Yogikuti Yoga wheel is most interesting 

Yoga prop for Yoga practice. The Yoga 

wheel is a hollow Circular shaped prop 

made for support backbends, stretch-

ing and improving flexibility.

PREMIUM  CAMO EVA 
FOAM YOGA BLOCK
Weight: 200gm 

Size: L 22.8cm x W 15.2cm x H 7.6cm

Material: Eva Foam

YOGA PROPS



100% COTTON YOGA 
SHORTS FOR WOMEN

Weight: 120gm to 150gm

Size: XS, S, M, L, XL 

Material: 100% cotton

Color: Black / Blue / Grey / Maroon / Purple

Sea Green / Green

100% COTTON YOGA 
SHORTS FOR MEN

Weight: 120gm to 150gm

Size: S, M, L

Material: 100% cotton

Color: Black / Blue / Grey 

Yogikuti has made super fine and exclusive yoga shorts from COTTON for a relaxed yet steady 

exercise. Technically designed exclusive yoga pants gives freedom in movement throghout 

your practice. The loose fit of the shorts allows you to feel free and move your skin easily. The 

Yogikuti yoga shorts are available in many beautiful colors and sizes.

The wide soft cotton band on the top thighs keeps the shorts close to your skin.
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We are a group who design, develop, manufacture and supply 

all of our props and Yoga clothes. This enables us to minimize 

MONEY ECONOMY

the cost and hence enhancing the value for money.

YOGIKUTI PVT. LTD.

We gladly accept orders from buyers Yoga studios, Fitness clubs 

SHIPPING

and Yoga communities around the world.

Please contact us by phone or email to obtain foreign shipping 

quote. We will reply back as early as possible. At yogikuti.com 

you will find a customer friendly environment where you can buy 

wide range of high quality yoga accessories at some of the best 

prices.

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING

How does it work? In purchasing bulk quantities, you receive 

even better price than our already low individual item prices. 

We offer best wholesale pricing on Yoga Props & clothes.

We offer wholesale prices for quantities purchased. Amount 

changes depending on the individual product. You can mix and 

match different products to reach the wholesale quantity.

The discount you receive on wholesale order will depend on 

the quantity of your order. For large orders, it would be our 

pleasure to have one of our product specialists to assist you. 

Please feel free to email us at info@yogikuti.com or phone or 

what’s app +917028312925.

Our extensive manufacturing and distribution facilities allow us 

to customize an order for you and have it delivered directly to 

your location with best 

WHOLESALE  

prices.

AND CUSTOM ORDERS

FIND YOGIKUTI IN YOUR AREA

PUNE, INDIA

gwww.yo ikuti.com

Phone : +917028312925

Email: info@yogikuti.com

YOGA PROPS

yogikuti

yogikuti props

ISRAEL
www.yogikuti.co.il

Phone: +972 54 665 4001

Email: yogikutiisrael@gmail.com

yogikuti israel

yogikuti_il



TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR FULL RANGE OF 

ECOFRIENDLY YOGA ACCESSORIES AND PROPS

visit us at www.yogikuti.com

email us at info@yogikuti.com


